
BackgroundBackground Above-average levels ofAbove-average levels of

psychopathologyhave beenpsychopathologyhave been

demonstrated convincingly in groups ofdemonstrated convincingly in groups of

outstanding individualsworking in theoutstanding individualsworking inthe

arts.Currently, jazzmusicianshavenotarts.Currently, jazzmusicians have not

been studied inthis regard.been studied inthis regard.

AimsAims To investigate anyevidence ofTo investigate anyevidence of

psychopathologyin a group of eminentpsychopathologyin a group of eminent

jazzmusicians.jazzmusicians.

MethodMethod BiographicalmaterialrelatingBiographicalmaterialrelating

to 40 eminent Americanmodern jazzto 40 eminent Americanmodern jazz

musicianswas reviewed and an attemptmusicianswas reviewed and an attempt

wasmade to formulate diagnosesusingwasmade to formulate diagnosesusing

DSM^IV.DSM^IV.

ResultsResults Evidencewasprovided ofEvidencewasprovided of

levels of psychopathologyinthe sample oflevels of psychopathology in the sample of

jazzmusicians similar to those found injazzmusicians similar to those found in

otherpreviously investigated creativeother previously investigated creative

groups, withthe exception of substance-groups, withthe exception of substance-

relatedproblems.Aninterestingrelatedproblems.Aninteresting

connection between creativity andconnection between creativity and

sensation-seekingwashighlighted.sensation-seekingwashighlighted.

ConclusionsConclusions The linkbetweenThe linkbetween

psychopathologyand creativity inthe artspsychopathologyand creativity in the arts

wasgiven furtherweight.Future studiesofwasgivenfurtherweight.Future studiesof

jazzmusicians usinglarger samples andjazzmusiciansusing larger samples and

makingcomparisonwith groups frommakingcomparisonwith groups from

differenteras ofmusic would give greaterdifferenteras ofmusic wouldgive greater

clarificationto this area.clarificationto this area.
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There is now a comprehensive literatureThere is now a comprehensive literature

that convincingly demonstrates a link be-that convincingly demonstrates a link be-

tween psychopathology and creativity intween psychopathology and creativity in

the arts. Specifically, the work of Andrea-the arts. Specifically, the work of Andrea-

son (1987), Jamison (1993), Post (1994)son (1987), Jamison (1993), Post (1994)

and Ludwig (1995) points to a connectionand Ludwig (1995) points to a connection

between creativity and affective disorders,between creativity and affective disorders,

but there is also evidence of other psycho-but there is also evidence of other psycho-

pathology. As just one example of this, Postpathology. As just one example of this, Post

(1994) found that 40.4% of his sample of(1994) found that 40.4% of his sample of

eminent composers exhibited DSM clustereminent composers exhibited DSM cluster

C (anxious type) personality disorder traits.C (anxious type) personality disorder traits.

Jamison, Post and Ludwig studiedJamison, Post and Ludwig studied

biographies of eminent creative persons inbiographies of eminent creative persons in

order to carry out their assessments. Inorder to carry out their assessments. In

the largest of these studies, Ludwig (1995)the largest of these studies, Ludwig (1995)

gathered biographical data on 1004 famousgathered biographical data on 1004 famous

men and women and concluded:men and women and concluded:

‘My findings show consistently that members of‘My findings show consistently that members of
the artistic professions or creative arts as athe artistic professions or creative arts as a
whole . . . suffer frommore types ofmental diffi-whole . . . suffer frommore types ofmental diffi-
culties anddo so overlongerperiodsoftheirlivesculties anddo so overlongerperiodsoftheirlives
thanmembers of the other professions.’thanmembers of the other professions.’

Eysenck (1995), in his overview ofEysenck (1995), in his overview of

creativity, felt that a number of studiescreativity, felt that a number of studies

supported the theory that:supported the theory that:

‘. . . there is a common genetic basis for great‘. . . there is a common genetic basis for great
potential in creativity and for psychopathologicalpotential in creativity and for psychopathological
deviation . . . it appears to be psychopathologydeviation . . . it appears to be psychopathology
in the absence of psychosis that is the vitalin the absence of psychosis that is the vital
element in creativity.’element in creativity.’

A recent book by Nettle (2001)A recent book by Nettle (2001)

explores these themes further.explores these themes further.

Between them, the workers mentionedBetween them, the workers mentioned

above have studied psychopathology in fineabove have studied psychopathology in fine

artists, architects, classical musicians (com-artists, architects, classical musicians (com-

posers and performers), entertainers, ac-posers and performers), entertainers, ac-

tors, playwrights and writers of fictiontors, playwrights and writers of fiction

and poetry. One area of creative endeavourand poetry. One area of creative endeavour

that has been given scant attention is jazz,that has been given scant attention is jazz,

even though Jamison (1993) mentionedeven though Jamison (1993) mentioned

three jazz musicians in her study and Lud-three jazz musicians in her study and Lud-

wig (1995) included seven in his. This is un-wig (1995) included seven in his. This is un-

fortunate because, as DeVeaux (1997) says:fortunate because, as DeVeaux (1997) says:

‘. . . there is little doubt that in recent years it‘. . . there is little doubt that in recent years it
(jazz) has made substantive leaps toward be-(jazz) has made substantive leaps toward be-
coming ‘‘America’s classicalmusic’’ . . . it may wellcoming ‘‘America’s classical music’’ . . . it may well
be . . . that jazz is in the same position as anotherbe . . . that jazz is in the same position as another
vernacular art form, film, was a generation ago:vernacular art form, film, was a generation ago:

on the verge of becoming absorbed into officialon the verge of becoming absorbed into official
academic culture.’academic culture.’

And Shipton (2001) states, quite simply,And Shipton (2001) states, quite simply,

that ‘Of all the musical forms to emergethat ‘Of all the musical forms to emerge

in the twentieth century, jazz was by farin the twentieth century, jazz was by far

the most significant’. In order to increasethe most significant’. In order to increase

the comprehensiveness of the study of artis-the comprehensiveness of the study of artis-

tic creative persons, therefore, it seemstic creative persons, therefore, it seems

timely to focus on jazz musicians.timely to focus on jazz musicians.

Present studyPresent study

In the present study I have not been asIn the present study I have not been as

ambitious as Jamison, Post and Ludwig inambitious as Jamison, Post and Ludwig in

terms of the size of the sample. I have tar-terms of the size of the sample. I have tar-

geted a particular period of jazz, which itgeted a particular period of jazz, which it

is possible to refer to as the classic era ofis possible to refer to as the classic era of

American modern jazz, that lasted fromAmerican modern jazz, that lasted from

about 1945 to about 1960. Bebop, the firstabout 1945 to about 1960. Bebop, the first

manifestation of modern jazz, ‘Lies at themanifestation of modern jazz, ‘Lies at the

midpoint of what has become known asmidpoint of what has become known as

the jazz tradition . . . bebop is the point atthe jazz tradition . . . bebop is the point at

which our contemporary ideas of jazz comewhich our contemporary ideas of jazz come

into focus’ (DeVeaux, 1997). By the earlyinto focus’ (DeVeaux, 1997). By the early

1960s, the music was changing again, lar-1960s, the music was changing again, lar-

gely as a result of what was known asgely as a result of what was known as

The New Thing, The New Wave, or FreeThe New Thing, The New Wave, or Free

Jazz. In targeting a particular era of jazz,Jazz. In targeting a particular era of jazz,

I am nevertheless mindful of the words ofI am nevertheless mindful of the words of

HarrisonHarrison et alet al (2000) when they say that(2000) when they say that

‘In reality, the parameters according to‘In reality, the parameters according to

which periods are demarcated are so mani-which periods are demarcated are so mani-

fold and overlapping that valid periodiza-fold and overlapping that valid periodiza-

tion may be almost impossible to achieve’.tion may be almost impossible to achieve’.

Still, the period 1945–1960 gave promi-Still, the period 1945–1960 gave promi-

nence to a large group of innovative andnence to a large group of innovative and

virtuosic jazz musicians who form a conve-virtuosic jazz musicians who form a conve-

nient and compelling group for study. Jazznient and compelling group for study. Jazz

musicians from other eras will form com-musicians from other eras will form com-

parison groups who may or may not revealparison groups who may or may not reveal

similar personal characteristics.similar personal characteristics.

METHODMETHOD

SamplingSampling

Forty jazz musicians who are regardedForty jazz musicians who are regarded

generally as having emerged as innovatorsgenerally as having emerged as innovators

on their instrument and often regarded inon their instrument and often regarded in

other ways, for instance as composers orother ways, for instance as composers or

arrangers, in the period 1945–1960 werearrangers, in the period 1945–1960 were

selected using the standard jazz textsselected using the standard jazz texts TheThe

Encyclopaedia of JazzEncyclopaedia of Jazz ((Giants of JazzGiants of Jazz

section) (Feather, 1960),section) (Feather, 1960), Jazz Masters ofJazz Masters of

the Fortiesthe Forties (Gitler, 1966) and(Gitler, 1966) and Jazz MastersJazz Masters

of the Fiftiesof the Fifties (Goldberg, 1965). Twenty-six(Goldberg, 1965). Twenty-six

(65%) of the musicians were African(65%) of the musicians were African

American and 14 (35%) were CaucasianAmerican and 14 (35%) were Caucasian

American. All were born in the periodAmerican. All were born in the period

1912–1936 and all were deceased. The1912–1936 and all were deceased. The

sample (Table 1) consisted of sixsample (Table 1) consisted of six
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trumpeters, three trombonists, four altotrumpeters, three trombonists, four alto

saxophonists, one alto doubling tenor saxo-saxophonists, one alto doubling tenor saxo-

phonist, five tenor saxophonists, threephonist, five tenor saxophonists, three

baritone saxophonists, five pianists, fivebaritone saxophonists, five pianists, five

bassists, four drummers, one guitarist, onebassists, four drummers, one guitarist, one

vibraphonist and two arrangers.vibraphonist and two arrangers.

Following the approach of previousFollowing the approach of previous

researchers, biographical material wasresearchers, biographical material was

reviewed. Twenty-two musicians had bio-reviewed. Twenty-two musicians had bio-

graphies devoted to them, in some casesgraphies devoted to them, in some cases

more than one. Where biographiesmore than one. Where biographies per seper se

did not exist, whole chapters devoted to in-did not exist, whole chapters devoted to in-

dividual musicians in jazz histories anddividual musicians in jazz histories and

reference works were referred to, supple-reference works were referred to, supple-

mented by jazz magazine interviews andmented by jazz magazine interviews and

articles, providing extensive informationarticles, providing extensive information

on personality, health and other details.on personality, health and other details.

RatingsRatings

Where possible, I attempted to transformWhere possible, I attempted to transform

the biographical data into psychiatric diag-the biographical data into psychiatric diag-

noses by using classifications and criterianoses by using classifications and criteria

from DSM–IV (American Psychiatric Asso-from DSM–IV (American Psychiatric Asso-

ciation, 1994). The categories used were:ciation, 1994). The categories used were:

heroin-related disheroin-related disorder, alcohol-relatedorder, alcohol-related

disorder, cocaine-disorder, cocaine-related disorder, schizo-related disorder, schizo-

phrenia and other psychotic disorders,phrenia and other psychotic disorders,

mood disorders and anxiety disorders.mood disorders and anxiety disorders.

The categories of family background, sen-The categories of family background, sen-

sation-seeking, late-life deteriorations andsation-seeking, late-life deteriorations and

suicides also were added. Although thesuicides also were added. Although the

use of cannabis by jazz musicians has beenuse of cannabis by jazz musicians has been

a topic for discussion (e.g. Shapiro, 1988),a topic for discussion (e.g. Shapiro, 1988),

the category of cannabis-related disorderthe category of cannabis-related disorder

was omitted owing to a lack of informationwas omitted owing to a lack of information

in the biographical material.in the biographical material.

RESULTSRESULTS

Family backgroundFamily background

Information on family psychiatric historyInformation on family psychiatric history

was rather patchy. It was ascertained thatwas rather patchy. It was ascertained that

four subjects (i.e. 10% of the sample) hadfour subjects (i.e. 10% of the sample) had

problems in this regard: Art Pepper’s par-problems in this regard: Art Pepper’s par-

ents, Stan Getz’s maternal uncles and Billents, Stan Getz’s maternal uncles and Bill

Evans’s father had alcohol-related disor-Evans’s father had alcohol-related disor-

ders, whereas Stan Getz’s mother hadders, whereas Stan Getz’s mother had

depression and Bill Evans’s brother dieddepression and Bill Evans’s brother died

by suicide. Erroll Garner’s twin brotherby suicide. Erroll Garner’s twin brother

had severe learning difficulties. Seven sub-had severe learning difficulties. Seven sub-

jects (17.5%) experienced an unhappyjects (17.5%) experienced an unhappy

or unstable early life: for instance, Dizzyor unstable early life: for instance, Dizzy

Gillespie and Charles Mingus rememberedGillespie and Charles Mingus remembered

being beaten by their father, and Charliebeing beaten by their father, and Charlie

Parker’s father deserted the family whenParker’s father deserted the family when

Parker was 10 years old. Miles Davis hadParker was 10 years old. Miles Davis had

an acrimonious relationship with hisan acrimonious relationship with his

mother, who whipped him when he wasmother, who whipped him when he was

young. On the other hand, he was one ofyoung. On the other hand, he was one of

five subjects (12.5%) who came fromfive subjects (12.5%) who came from

well-to-do or middle-class backgrounds.well-to-do or middle-class backgrounds.

Davis’s father was a wealthy dentist andDavis’s father was a wealthy dentist and

ranch owner. Serge Chaloff’s father was aranch owner. Serge Chaloff’s father was a

symphony orchestra pianist and his mothersymphony orchestra pianist and his mother

was a music conservatory teacher.was a music conservatory teacher.

Heroin-related disorderHeroin-related disorder

Twenty-one subjects (52.5% of the sample)Twenty-one subjects (52.5% of the sample)

were addicted to heroin at some time dur-were addicted to heroin at some time dur-

ing their lives. It must be noted that heroining their lives. It must be noted that heroin

use was widespread among modern jazzuse was widespread among modern jazz

musicians in the period after the Secondmusicians in the period after the Second

World War and there were a number ofWorld War and there were a number of

reasons for this. After the war there was areasons for this. After the war there was a

dramatic increase in the availability ofdramatic increase in the availability of

heroin because supply routes from the Farheroin because supply routes from the Far

East and Turkey were re-opened by theEast and Turkey were re-opened by the

Mafia. Heroin travelled via MarseillesMafia. Heroin travelled via Marseilles

directly to New York and was made easilydirectly to New York and was made easily

accessible (Shapiro, 1988). It ‘floodedaccessible (Shapiro, 1988). It ‘flooded

urban black neighbourhoods to plague theurban black neighbourhoods to plague the

lives of average working-class African-lives of average working-class African-

Americans’ (DeVeaux, 1997). Modern jazzAmericans’ (DeVeaux, 1997). Modern jazz

was a revolutionary music that was rejectedwas a revolutionary music that was rejected

by the general public, and heroin, like theby the general public, and heroin, like the

music, was defiantly anti-establishmentmusic, was defiantly anti-establishment

(Hentoff, 1978). It thus tended to be(Hentoff, 1978). It thus tended to be

adopted by disaffected musicians.adopted by disaffected musicians.

Heroin addiction was felt to be aHeroin addiction was felt to be a

contributing factor to early death in fivecontributing factor to early death in five

of the subjects. A further subject, Chetof the subjects. A further subject, Chet

Baker, lived until the age of 58 years butBaker, lived until the age of 58 years but

remained a lifelong addict. Fourteen sub-remained a lifelong addict. Fourteen sub-

jects overcame their addiction but five re-jects overcame their addiction but five re-

lied on other substances, such as alcohol,lied on other substances, such as alcohol,

cocaine and methadone, to sustain them.cocaine and methadone, to sustain them.

Alcohol-related disorderAlcohol-related disorder

Eleven subjects (27.5%) were dependent onEleven subjects (27.5%) were dependent on

alcohol and six (15%) abused alcohol atalcohol and six (15%) abused alcohol at

some stage during their lives. Elevensome stage during their lives. Eleven

subjects (27.5%) were comorbid for othersubjects (27.5%) were comorbid for other

disorders, such as heroin and/or cocainedisorders, such as heroin and/or cocaine

dependence at certain times in their lives.dependence at certain times in their lives.

Five of the alcohol-dependent subjectsFive of the alcohol-dependent subjects

eventually overcame their dependence.eventually overcame their dependence.

Cocaine-related disorderCocaine-related disorder

Three musicians (Miles Davis, Art PepperThree musicians (Miles Davis, Art Pepper

and Bill Evans) developed a dependenceand Bill Evans) developed a dependence

on cocaine. In each case it followed the ces-on cocaine. In each case it followed the ces-

sation of heroin use. In the case of Billsation of heroin use. In the case of Bill

Evans, there was a 10-year abstinenceEvans, there was a 10-year abstinence

before the commencement of cocaine use.before the commencement of cocaine use.

Other musicians known to use cocaineOther musicians known to use cocaine

were Thelonious Monk and Chet Baker.were Thelonious Monk and Chet Baker.

Schizophrenia and other psychoticSchizophrenia and other psychotic
disordersdisorders

Three subjects (7.5%) had psychoticThree subjects (7.5%) had psychotic

disorders.disorders.
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Table 1Table 1 Forty eminentmodern jazz musicians and their instrumentsForty eminentmodern jazz musicians and their instruments

TrumpetTrumpet TromboneTrombone Alto saxophoneAlto saxophone

Dizzy GillespieDizzy Gillespie J. J. JohnsonJ. J. Johnson Charlie ParkerCharlie Parker

Fats NavarroFats Navarro Frank RosolinoFrank Rosolino Art PepperArt Pepper

Clifford BrownClifford Brown Bill HarrisBill Harris Paul DesmondPaul Desmond

Chet BakerChet Baker Eric DolphyEric Dolphy

Miles DavisMiles Davis Alto/tenor saxophoneAlto/tenor saxophone

Howard McGheeHoward McGhee Sonny StittSonny Stitt

Tenor saxophoneTenor saxophone Baritone saxophoneBaritone saxophone PianoPiano

Wardell GrayWardell Gray Serge ChaloffSerge Chaloff Bud PowellBud Powell

Dexter GordonDexter Gordon GerryMulliganGerryMulligan Thelonious MonkThelonious Monk

Stan GetzStan Getz Pepper AdamsPepper Adams Erroll GarnerErroll Garner

HankMobleyHank Mobley LennieTristanoLennieTristano

John ColtraneJohn Coltrane Bill EvansBill Evans

BassBass DrumsDrums GuitarGuitar

Ray BrownRay Brown Kenny ClarkeKenny Clarke Charlie ChristianCharlie Christian

Oscar PettifordOscar Pettiford Art BlakeyArt Blakey VibraphoneVibraphone

Charles MingusCharles Mingus Philly Joe JonesPhilly Joe Jones Milt JacksonMilt Jackson

Paul ChambersPaul Chambers Shelly ManneShelly Manne ArrangerArranger

Scott La FaroScott La Faro John LewisJohn Lewis

Gil EvansGil Evans
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SchizophreniaSchizophrenia

Bud Powell had numerous admissions toBud Powell had numerous admissions to

psychiatric hospitals and was diagnosed aspsychiatric hospitals and was diagnosed as

having schizophrenia. Many musicianhaving schizophrenia. Many musician

colleagues believed that his illness wascolleagues believed that his illness was

triggered after he was beaten over the headtriggered after he was beaten over the head

by police when he was 21 years old.by police when he was 21 years old.

Although he exhibited schizophrenia-likeAlthough he exhibited schizophrenia-like

symptoms such as possible paranoid delu-symptoms such as possible paranoid delu-

sions (fear of being attacked and murdered),sions (fear of being attacked and murdered),

possible auditory hallucinations (laughingpossible auditory hallucinations (laughing

inappropriately to himself) and inappropri-inappropriately to himself) and inappropri-

ate affect (fatuous smile, grimace, fixedate affect (fatuous smile, grimace, fixed

stare), throughout a 10-month hospitalstare), throughout a 10-month hospital

admission in 1945 it was reported that ‘headmission in 1945 it was reported that ‘he

talked garrulously to all who wouldtalked garrulously to all who would

listen and was generally over-active . . . hislisten and was generally over-active . . . his

thoughts were flying away with him’thoughts were flying away with him’

(Gitler, 1966) and, therefore, a more accu-(Gitler, 1966) and, therefore, a more accu-

rate diagnosis may be one of schizoaffectiverate diagnosis may be one of schizoaffective

disorder, because schizophrenia was grosslydisorder, because schizophrenia was grossly

overdiagnosed and mania was under-overdiagnosed and mania was under-

diagnosed around the middle of the 20thdiagnosed around the middle of the 20th

century. To complicate the picture further,century. To complicate the picture further,

one medical researcher suggested thatone medical researcher suggested that

Powell might have developed epilepsy as aPowell might have developed epilepsy as a

result of his beating. These issues will notresult of his beating. These issues will not

be resolved fully until the Powell estatebe resolved fully until the Powell estate

releases the medical records.releases the medical records.

Substance intoxication deliriumSubstance intoxication delirium

Thelonious Monk experimented freelyThelonious Monk experimented freely

with a variety of drugs and appeared towith a variety of drugs and appeared to

experience a particularly adverse reactionexperience a particularly adverse reaction

to amphetamines. There were regular epi-to amphetamines. There were regular epi-

sodes when he went without sleep for sev-sodes when he went without sleep for sev-

eral days, pacing up and down and noteral days, pacing up and down and not

appearing to recognise anyone. After tak-appearing to recognise anyone. After tak-

ing to his bed for a few days he woulding to his bed for a few days he would

then return to normal. This presentationthen return to normal. This presentation

conforms to a diagnosis of substanceconforms to a diagnosis of substance

intoxication delirium, as described inintoxication delirium, as described in

DSM–IV.DSM–IV.

Substance-induced psychotic disorderSubstance-induced psychotic disorder

Miles Davis developed sickle-cell anaemiaMiles Davis developed sickle-cell anaemia

and used excessive amounts of cocaineand used excessive amounts of cocaine

and barbiturates to control the arthriticand barbiturates to control the arthritic

pain. As a result, he developed paranoid de-pain. As a result, he developed paranoid de-

lusions and auditory hallucinations, search-lusions and auditory hallucinations, search-

ing in his house for imaginary people whoseing in his house for imaginary people whose

voices he thought he heard.voices he thought he heard.

Mood disordersMood disorders

Eleven subjects (28.5%) definitely or prob-Eleven subjects (28.5%) definitely or prob-

ably fell into this category (Table 2). Fourably fell into this category (Table 2). Four

subjects received in-patient treatment for asubjects received in-patient treatment for a

depressive disorder and one subject, Frankdepressive disorder and one subject, Frank

Rosolino, although not diagnosed as havingRosolino, although not diagnosed as having

depression, died by suicide after attemptingdepression, died by suicide after attempting

(successfully, in one case) to kill his two(successfully, in one case) to kill his two

sons.sons.

Mood disorder due to a general medicalMood disorder due to a general medical
conditioncondition

Two subjects fell into this category: MilesTwo subjects fell into this category: Miles

Davis had depression as a result of painDavis had depression as a result of pain

caused by sickle-cell anaemia, whereascaused by sickle-cell anaemia, whereas

Gerry Mulligan experienced mood swingsGerry Mulligan experienced mood swings

caused by hypoglycaemia.caused by hypoglycaemia.

Dysthymic disorderDysthymic disorder

Two subjects, Paul Desmond and BillTwo subjects, Paul Desmond and Bill

Evans, appeared to have dysthymic disor-Evans, appeared to have dysthymic disor-

der. Both experienced low self-esteem,der. Both experienced low self-esteem,

guilty ruminations and a pessimistic out-guilty ruminations and a pessimistic out-

look. In the case of Desmond, dysthymialook. In the case of Desmond, dysthymia

was related to alcohol dependence, whereaswas related to alcohol dependence, whereas

with Evans it was related to heroinwith Evans it was related to heroin

dependence.dependence.

Cyclothymic disorderCyclothymic disorder

Charles Mingus displayed symptoms of aCharles Mingus displayed symptoms of a

cyclothymic mood disorder, being mainlycyclothymic mood disorder, being mainly

hypomanic with irascible, paranoid andhypomanic with irascible, paranoid and

grandiose features. Oscar Pettiford pre-grandiose features. Oscar Pettiford pre-

sented a similar picture, being irascible,sented a similar picture, being irascible,

grandiose and unrealistic in his businessgrandiose and unrealistic in his business

dealings. When alcohol-free, he wasdealings. When alcohol-free, he was

reported as appearing depressed.reported as appearing depressed.

Anxiety disordersAnxiety disorders

Two subjects (5%), Art Pepper and JohnTwo subjects (5%), Art Pepper and John

Coltrane, appeared to have anxiety dis-Coltrane, appeared to have anxiety dis-

orders. Art Pepper carried out obsessive–orders. Art Pepper carried out obsessive–

compulsive washing rituals and had phobiccompulsive washing rituals and had phobic

anxiety regarding the sight of blood,anxiety regarding the sight of blood,

hospital operations and answering the tele-hospital operations and answering the tele-

phone. John Coltrane exhibited obsessive–phone. John Coltrane exhibited obsessive–

compulsive features related to excessivecompulsive features related to excessive

practising, consumption of sweet foods,practising, consumption of sweet foods,

dieting, searching for the perfect mouth-dieting, searching for the perfect mouth-

piece and constantly exploring variouspiece and constantly exploring various

religions. In relation to Coltrane, it is inter-religions. In relation to Coltrane, it is inter-

esting to note that obsessionality can haveesting to note that obsessionality can have

an adaptive function in creativity, and Storran adaptive function in creativity, and Storr

(1972) discusses the use of ritual to induce a(1972) discusses the use of ritual to induce a

suitable state of mind.suitable state of mind.

Sensation-seekingSensation-seeking

Zuckerman (1994) has described sensation-Zuckerman (1994) has described sensation-

seeking as ‘the tendency to seek novel,seeking as ‘the tendency to seek novel,

varied, complex, and intense sensationsvaried, complex, and intense sensations

and experiences and the willingness to takeand experiences and the willingness to take

risks for the sake of such experience’. Itrisks for the sake of such experience’. It

‘seems to be a necessary but not sufficient‘seems to be a necessary but not sufficient

ingredient of an antisocial personality’ingredient of an antisocial personality’

(Zuckerman, 1994) and has been linked(Zuckerman, 1994) and has been linked

to borderline personality disorder (Reistto borderline personality disorder (Reist

et alet al, 1990). It seems possible, therefore,, 1990). It seems possible, therefore,

that sensation-seeking is a characteristicthat sensation-seeking is a characteristic

of all DSM cluster B (dramatic type)of all DSM cluster B (dramatic type)

personality disorders. Sensation-seekingpersonality disorders. Sensation-seeking

also has been linked to creativity, in thealso has been linked to creativity, in the

form of divergent thinking (McCrae,form of divergent thinking (McCrae,

1987), and to a preference for complexity1987), and to a preference for complexity

and abstraction in art (Furnham &and abstraction in art (Furnham &

Bunyan, 1988).Bunyan, 1988).

In terms of the sample as a whole beingIn terms of the sample as a whole being

rated as exceptionally creative, I felt that itrated as exceptionally creative, I felt that it

would be interesting to look atwould be interesting to look at the docu-the docu-

mentation of sensation-seeking tendenciesmentation of sensation-seeking tendencies

in biographical material.in biographical material.

DisinhibitionDisinhibition

One of the sensation-seeking factors identi-One of the sensation-seeking factors identi-

fied by Zuckerman (1994) is disinhibition.fied by Zuckerman (1994) is disinhibition.

2 572 57

Table 2Table 2 Mood disordersMood disorders

MusiciansMusicians DiagnosisDiagnosis

Miles DavisMiles Davis Mood disorder due to sickle-cell anaemia, with depressive featuresMood disorder due to sickle-cell anaemia, with depressive features

Paul DesmondPaul Desmond Dysthymic disorderDysthymic disorder

Bill EvansBill Evans Dysthymic disorderDysthymic disorder

Gil EvansGil Evans Major depressive episodeMajor depressive episode

Stan GetzStan Getz Major depressive disorder, recurrentMajor depressive disorder, recurrent11

Charles MingusCharles Mingus Major depressive disorder, recurrent, superimposed on cyclothymic disorderMajor depressive disorder, recurrent, superimposed on cyclothymic disorder11

GerryMulliganGerryMulligan Mood disorder due to hypoglycaemia with mixed featuresMood disorder due to hypoglycaemia withmixed features

Charlie ParkerCharlie Parker Major depressive episodeMajor depressive episode11

Art PepperArt Pepper Substance-inducedmood disorder with depressive featuresSubstance-inducedmood disorder with depressive features11

Oscar PettifordOscar Pettiford Cyclothymic disorder (?)Cyclothymic disorder (?)

Frank RosolinoFrank Rosolino Major depressive episode (?)Major depressive episode (?)

1. In-patient hospital treatment.1. In-patient hospital treatment.
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WILLSWILLS

This is typified by a liking for parties, socialThis is typified by a liking for parties, social

drinking, sex with many partners, new anddrinking, sex with many partners, new and

often illegal experiences and experimenta-often illegal experiences and experimenta-

tion with drugs. Five of the subjectstion with drugs. Five of the subjects

(12.5%) shared a remarkably similar pro-(12.5%) shared a remarkably similar pro-

file regarding disinhibition. These werefile regarding disinhibition. These were

Chet Baker, Charlie Parker, Art Pepper,Chet Baker, Charlie Parker, Art Pepper,

Stan Getz and Serge Chaloff. Chet Baker’sStan Getz and Serge Chaloff. Chet Baker’s

favourite drug experience was ‘the kind offavourite drug experience was ‘the kind of

high that scares other people to death – ahigh that scares other people to death – a

speedball. It’s a mixture of cocaine andspeedball. It’s a mixture of cocaine and

heroin’. Charlie Parker consumed enor-heroin’. Charlie Parker consumed enor-

mous quantities of food, used heroin inmous quantities of food, used heroin in

increasing amounts, was known to drinkincreasing amounts, was known to drink

16 double whiskies in a 2-hour period and16 double whiskies in a 2-hour period and

entered into hundreds of affairs withentered into hundreds of affairs with

women. Art Pepper described his appetiteswomen. Art Pepper described his appetites

thus: ‘I always prided myself on being ablethus: ‘I always prided myself on being able

to stay up longer than anybody else, drinkto stay up longer than anybody else, drink

more than anybody else, take more pills,more than anybody else, take more pills,

shoot more stuff, or whatever’. Stan Getzshoot more stuff, or whatever’. Stan Getz

was dependent on heroin and alcohol andwas dependent on heroin and alcohol and

was a prolific womaniser. Serge Chaloffwas a prolific womaniser. Serge Chaloff

was described by a colleague as being likewas described by a colleague as being like

Charlie Parker: ‘He had such an amazingCharlie Parker: ‘He had such an amazing

tolerance for doing whatever he did to him-tolerance for doing whatever he did to him-

self that he hardly ever knew it was a prob-self that he hardly ever knew it was a prob-

lem . . . never got enough of anything’.lem . . . never got enough of anything’.

Miles Davis appeared to exhibit ex-Miles Davis appeared to exhibit ex-

treme disinhibition. He misused a varietytreme disinhibition. He misused a variety

of substances, including heroin, alcohol,of substances, including heroin, alcohol,

barbiturates and cocaine. He had manybarbiturates and cocaine. He had many

sexual relationships, sometimes simulta-sexual relationships, sometimes simulta-

neously, and he had a liking for orgiesneously, and he had a liking for orgies

and voyeurism. Other subjects, includingand voyeurism. Other subjects, including

Dexter Gordon, Paul Chambers and PhillyDexter Gordon, Paul Chambers and Philly

Joe Jones, demonstrated voracious multipleJoe Jones, demonstrated voracious multiple

appetites.appetites.

Thrill- and adventure-seekingThrill- and adventure-seeking

Thrill- and adventure-seeking is anotherThrill- and adventure-seeking is another

sensation-seeking factor identified bysensation-seeking factor identified by

Zuckerman (1994). In the present sample,Zuckerman (1994). In the present sample,

Chet Baker and Miles Davis had a loveChet Baker and Miles Davis had a love

of fast sports cars, and Scott La Faro, aof fast sports cars, and Scott La Faro, a

notoriously reckless driver, died in a carnotoriously reckless driver, died in a car

accident at the age of 25 years. On oneaccident at the age of 25 years. On one

occasion after a drinking session, Stan Getzoccasion after a drinking session, Stan Getz

successfully swam across London’s Riversuccessfully swam across London’s River

Thames.Thames.

Late-life deteriorationsLate-life deteriorations
and suicidesand suicides

It was felt that from the age of 54 yearsIt was felt that from the age of 54 years

Thelonious Monk had a dementing processThelonious Monk had a dementing process

caused by excessive drug usage. He diedcaused by excessive drug usage. He died

from a cerebral aneurysm, aged 64 years.from a cerebral aneurysm, aged 64 years.

At the age of 52 years Frank RosolinoAt the age of 52 years Frank Rosolino

shot his two sons (killing one and seriouslyshot his two sons (killing one and seriously

wounding the other) and then killed him-wounding the other) and then killed him-

self. J. J. Johnson, having been ill for aself. J. J. Johnson, having been ill for a

number of months, died by suicide at thenumber of months, died by suicide at the

age of 77 years.age of 77 years.

DISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

Shortcomings of the studyShortcomings of the study

Ludwig (1995) and Post (1994) discussLudwig (1995) and Post (1994) discuss

the shortcomings in their studies and thethe shortcomings in their studies and the

same criticisms can be levelled at the pre-same criticisms can be levelled at the pre-

sent one. Information was taken from softsent one. Information was taken from soft

biographical data and interpreted as facts.biographical data and interpreted as facts.

A single investigator attempting to trans-A single investigator attempting to trans-

late descriptions of subjects in biographieslate descriptions of subjects in biographies

into specific DSM diagnoses cannotinto specific DSM diagnoses cannot

achieve high levels of validity and reliabil-achieve high levels of validity and reliabil-

ity. Biographers may be biased in the wayity. Biographers may be biased in the way

that they select and interpret facts, andthat they select and interpret facts, and

information is retrospective. Ideally, theinformation is retrospective. Ideally, the

subjects should have been selected fromsubjects should have been selected from

a list provided by a group of experts.a list provided by a group of experts.

The present sample of 40 subjects is smallThe present sample of 40 subjects is small

and rose to prominence in a very specificand rose to prominence in a very specific

era that had a strong influence on them asera that had a strong influence on them as

individuals. Nevertheless, objective dataindividuals. Nevertheless, objective data

were available in the form of documentedwere available in the form of documented

behaviours, such as medical or psychiatricbehaviours, such as medical or psychiatric

illnesses. Often there were several biogra-illnesses. Often there were several biogra-

phies of one subject, each written from aphies of one subject, each written from a

different standpoint and providing cross-different standpoint and providing cross-

corroboration of data.corroboration of data.

Statistical comparisons with otherStatistical comparisons with other
studiesstudies

It was interesting to compare and contrastIt was interesting to compare and contrast

rates and types of mental health problemsrates and types of mental health problems

in the sample of jazz musicians with thosein the sample of jazz musicians with those

of previously documented creative groups.of previously documented creative groups.

Overall, the statistics for jazz musi-Overall, the statistics for jazz musi-

cians were comparable with those of com-cians were comparable with those of com-

posers and musical performers providedposers and musical performers provided

by Post (1994) and Ludwig (1995). Forby Post (1994) and Ludwig (1995). For

instance, 28.5% of jazz musicians hadinstance, 28.5% of jazz musicians had

mood disorders compared with 41% ofmood disorders compared with 41% of

musical performers (Ludwig) and 34.6%musical performers (Ludwig) and 34.6%

of composers (Post); and 10% of Lud-of composers (Post); and 10% of Lud-

wig’s and 1% of Post’s composers had awig’s and 1% of Post’s composers had a

psychotic illness compared with 7.5% ofpsychotic illness compared with 7.5% of

jazz musicians. Figures for alcohol prob-jazz musicians. Figures for alcohol prob-

lems were similar, with 40% of Ludwig’slems were similar, with 40% of Ludwig’s

musical performers, 21.2% of Post’s com-musical performers, 21.2% of Post’s com-

posers and 27.5% of jazz musicians.posers and 27.5% of jazz musicians.

Thus, the present study tended to confirmThus, the present study tended to confirm

previous findings regarding mood dis-previous findings regarding mood dis-

orders and alcohol problems in creativeorders and alcohol problems in creative

persons. Comparable statistics for thepersons. Comparable statistics for the

general population during the time periodgeneral population during the time period

studied are not easily available. The Mid-studied are not easily available. The Mid-

town Manhattan Study (Sroletown Manhattan Study (Srole et alet al, 1962), 1962)

did not determine the presence of specificdid not determine the presence of specific

mental disorders, stating only that 23%mental disorders, stating only that 23%

of the sample population had significantof the sample population had significant

psychiatric impairment. The Epidemiolo-psychiatric impairment. The Epidemiolo-

gic Catchment Area Study (Robins & Re-gic Catchment Area Study (Robins & Re-

gier, 1991) found incidences of 6.8% forgier, 1991) found incidences of 6.8% for

mood disorders, 1.5% for schizophrenia,mood disorders, 1.5% for schizophrenia,

14% for alcohol dependence and misuse14% for alcohol dependence and misuse

and 6% for drug dependence and misuse.and 6% for drug dependence and misuse.

Drug-related problemsDrug-related problems

There was a much higher rate of drug-There was a much higher rate of drug-

related problems in the present sample thanrelated problems in the present sample than

in those of Ludwig and Post, with 52.5% ofin those of Ludwig and Post, with 52.5% of

jazz musicians having heroin addiction atjazz musicians having heroin addiction at

some time during their lives. As has beensome time during their lives. As has been

noted previously, heroin use was wide-noted previously, heroin use was wide-

spread for a number of reasons amongspread for a number of reasons among

modern jazz musicians after the Secondmodern jazz musicians after the Second

World War, but as modern jazz graduallyWorld War, but as modern jazz gradually

became more accepted, and as younger mu-became more accepted, and as younger mu-

sicians saw the harm caused to their oldersicians saw the harm caused to their older

colleagues, usage began to fall off (Hentoff,colleagues, usage began to fall off (Hentoff,

1978), so a more recent sample of jazz1978), so a more recent sample of jazz

musicians undoubtedly would not showmusicians undoubtedly would not show

the same rate of addiction.the same rate of addiction.

Consideration of occupationalConsideration of occupational
stressstress

In a previous large-scale study (Wills &In a previous large-scale study (Wills &

Cooper, 1988), the effects of occupationalCooper, 1988), the effects of occupational

stress on mental health and substancestress on mental health and substance

misuse in popular musicians were ex-misuse in popular musicians were ex-

plored. Arguably, the fullest picture isplored. Arguably, the fullest picture is

provided by using the diathesis–stressprovided by using the diathesis–stress

model (Meehl, 1962). One may ask whymodel (Meehl, 1962). One may ask why

Dizzy Gillespie survived to become anDizzy Gillespie survived to become an

elder statesman but his fellow innovatorelder statesman but his fellow innovator

Charlie Parker died aged 34 years. Re-Charlie Parker died aged 34 years. Re-

search (see Ludwig, 1995) shows that,search (see Ludwig, 1995) shows that,

with regard to psychopathology in thewith regard to psychopathology in the

arts, for substantial numbers the predispo-arts, for substantial numbers the predispo-

sition for mental disorder is establishedsition for mental disorder is established

long before they launch their careers.long before they launch their careers.

There is also a greater tendency in theirThere is also a greater tendency in their

families for mental illness and they showfamilies for mental illness and they show

more problems during childhood and ado-more problems during childhood and ado-

lescence than members of non-artisticlescence than members of non-artistic

professions.professions.

Wider implications of sensation-Wider implications of sensation-
seekingseeking

Despite the social reasons for drug usage, itDespite the social reasons for drug usage, it

is interesting to look at it in relation to theis interesting to look at it in relation to the

topic of sensation-seeking.topic of sensation-seeking.

Sensation-seeking, mainly in the formSensation-seeking, mainly in the form

of disinhibition and thrill- and adventure-of disinhibition and thrill- and adventure-

seeking, was described in biographicalseeking, was described in biographical

material relating to many of the currentmaterial relating to many of the current
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sample, suggesting that their substance-sample, suggesting that their substance-

related problems were part of the widerrelated problems were part of the wider

spectrum of their appetites and not simplyspectrum of their appetites and not simply

the result of the influence of their workingthe result of the influence of their working

environment.environment.

The connection between sensation-The connection between sensation-

seeking and creativity is a topic worthy ofseeking and creativity is a topic worthy of

further investigation. One may speculatefurther investigation. One may speculate

that those high in creativity and sensation-that those high in creativity and sensation-

seeking may represent a subset of personsseeking may represent a subset of persons

who are attracted to becoming performerswho are attracted to becoming performers

in the field of popular music as a whole,in the field of popular music as a whole,

when one also considers the biographieswhen one also considers the biographies

of a number of eminent deceased rockof a number of eminent deceased rock

musicians. One can carry this speculationmusicians. One can carry this speculation

further, for instance when looking at thefurther, for instance when looking at the

bohemian artistic world ofbohemian artistic world of fin-de-sieclefin-de-siècle

Paris. Januszczak (2002) refers to the etherParis. Januszczak (2002) refers to the ether

addiction of the poet Max Jacob, the ab-addiction of the poet Max Jacob, the ab-

sinthe addiction of the playwright Alfredsinthe addiction of the playwright Alfred

Jarry, the opium smoking of Picasso andJarry, the opium smoking of Picasso and

the alcoholism of Utrillo, Toulouse-Lautrecthe alcoholism of Utrillo, Toulouse-Lautrec

and Modigliani. The latter also used hash-and Modigliani. The latter also used hash-

ish and cocaine.ish and cocaine.

At the present time, of course, the con-At the present time, of course, the con-

nection is pure conjecture. Solely with re-nection is pure conjecture. Solely with re-

gard to jazz musicians, there is a need togard to jazz musicians, there is a need to

study larger samples and to make compari-study larger samples and to make compari-

sons with groups from different eras of thesons with groups from different eras of the

music.music.

Non-pathological sampleNon-pathological sample
characteristicscharacteristics

To maintain a sense of perspective in theTo maintain a sense of perspective in the

present study, it needs to be stated thatpresent study, it needs to be stated that

many of the sample were exemplary,many of the sample were exemplary,

well-balanced human beings. For instance,well-balanced human beings. For instance,

Clifford Brown was regarded universallyClifford Brown was regarded universally

as being kind, generous, conscientiousas being kind, generous, conscientious

and highly intelligent. Eric Dolphy wasand highly intelligent. Eric Dolphy was

known to be gentle, unassuming, helpfulknown to be gentle, unassuming, helpful

and considerate. John Coltrane, Thelo-and considerate. John Coltrane, Thelo-

nious Monk and Erroll Garner generallynious Monk and Erroll Garner generally

were liked very well. Pepper Adams waswere liked very well. Pepper Adams was

an exceptionally cultured person whoan exceptionally cultured person who

was interested in art history and literature,was interested in art history and literature,

and his friends regarded him as an excel-and his friends regarded him as an excel-

lent museum guide. Many musicians, suchlent museum guide. Many musicians, such

as Miles Davis, Art Blakey and J. J. John-as Miles Davis, Art Blakey and J. J. John-

son, overcame early problems to becomeson, overcame early problems to become

very successful and highly respected eldervery successful and highly respected elder

statesmen of jazz.statesmen of jazz.

This study offers a further perspectiveThis study offers a further perspective

on the link between psychopathology andon the link between psychopathology and

creativity in the arts, and adds weight tocreativity in the arts, and adds weight to

the finding that outstanding workers inthe finding that outstanding workers in

the arts can suffer from above-averagethe arts can suffer from above-average

levels of mental health problems butlevels of mental health problems but

manage to produce exceptional workmanage to produce exceptional work

despite this. Connections with sensation-despite this. Connections with sensation-

seeking are highlighted, suggesting anseeking are highlighted, suggesting an

avenue for further exploration.avenue for further exploration.
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CLINICAL IMPLICATIONSCLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

&& Evidence of a link between psychopathology and creativity in the arts is givenEvidence of a link between psychopathology and creativity in the arts is given
further support.further support.

&& Further illumination of the creativeprocessmightbe gainedby an intensified studyFurther illumination of the creativeprocessmightbe gainedby an intensified study
of its link with sensation-seeking.of its link with sensation-seeking.

&& Psychopathology is neither necessary nor sufficient for creativity.Psychopathology is neither necessary nor sufficient for creativity.

LIMITATIONSLIMITATIONS

&& Informationwas taken from soft biographical data and interpreted as fact.Informationwas taken from soft biographical data and interpreted as fact.

&& A single investigator attempting to translate descriptions in biographies intoA single investigator attempting to translate descriptions in biographies into
specific DSM diagnoses cannot achieve high levels of validity and reliability.specific DSM diagnoses cannot achieve high levels of validity and reliability.

&& Thepresent sample of 40 subjects is small androse to prominence in avery specificThepresent sample of 40 subjects is small androse to prominence in avery specific
era that had a strong influence on them as individuals.era that had a strong influence on them as individuals.
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